
SECTION J (2)  
DOG HIGH JUMP 

STEWARDS: Belinda Nugent 0419 492 827 

HOW TO ENTER:  Please use the entry form at the back of this book or enter online at 
www.dubboshow.org.  

ENTRIES CLOSE: Once class is full, 20 dogs max per class. 
ENTRY FEE: $10 
PRIZE MONEY:  1st $300, 2nd $200, 3rd $100 
PLEASE NOTE: Starting time 4pm Saturday 11th May 2024 
LOCATION: Stage near Boardy’s Bar 
PLEASE NOTE: Vehicles passes from 123Tix will be issued, vehicle rego numbers must be 

supplied: Vehicle Passes are not transferrable & will be scanned on entry. 
 Entry via Gate 5. Check with Chief Steward for parking designated area. No 

vehicle entry after 9am. All Exhibitors are required to remove their vehicle 
immediately once unloaded. Chief Steward will advise designated parking 
area. No vehicle entry after 8.30am. 

RULES & REGULATIONS  
1. WORKING WITH CHILDREN Exhibitors must comply with all Working with Children legislation 

(see Exhibitors Regulations for details). 
2. This competition is a test of the dog’s jumping ability.  
3. The competition is open to all dogs.  
4. The dog is to jump over the wall; however, the dog can touch any part of the jump to get 

over the wall.  
5. All dogs not jumping must be on a lead, with a handler in the marshalling area away from 

the jump run area.  
6. Only one dog may be loose in the competition area at any one time.  
7. The owner has the right to select the height, above the minimum height, at which the dog 

will commence competition, but then must jump every height increment thereafter.  
8. Each dog is allowed three jump attempts at each height, if necessary, until only one dog 

remains to provide a winner.  
9. The dogs can remain on the lead during the run up & jumping, however the dogs cannot be 

assisted by the handler by pushing or pulling the lead.  
10. Any mishandling or misuse of the dog will incur immediate disqualification.  
11. Run up area & landing area to be flat with platform land.  
12. The dogs can be encouraged over the jump by a handler, either vocally or visually.  
13. If more than one dog has jumped the final height, a count back on refusals is to be done to 

find a winner. If all are equal the prize is shared, with each dog declared winners.  
14. Dogs on showground always are to be securely tied or on a lead.  
15. Bitches in season are not permitted on ground. 

 
Class 4800  Big Dogs 

The Dubbo Show Society gratefully acknowledges the following sponsors for 
their generous support: 

RIVWEST FINANCE LTD, DIRTWATER LEATHER AUSTRALIA, 
BELINDA NUGENT THE MIXED UP THERMO LADY, OSM TRANSPORTABLE HOMES 

http://www.dubboshow.org/

